
Island of Hoy Development Trust Meeting Minutes 
  

           BOARD 
MEETING                 

23RD JANUARY 
2013 

8PM 
NORTH WALLS  

COMMUNITY ROOM 
  

   

Meeting Called By Carol Lock 

Minute Secretary Liz Davidson 

Type Of Meeting Monthly Board 

List Of  Board 
Members 

Max Collop, Terry Thomson, Teresa Bird, Pat Newell, Carol Lock, 
Deborah Jaques, Ian Davidson, Lindsay Hall, Matthew Budge 

NON BOARD  Brian Clegg, Liz Davidson 

APOLOGIES John Hardcastle, Keith Dobney, Jayne Traynor 

   

Topics   

1 MINUTES OF LAST MEETING CAROL   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

BOARD MEETING – OPEN 
The Minutes were proposed as correct by Teresa, seconded by Debs and 
signed by Carol. 
 
CLOSED MEETING 
Lindsay pointed out two spelling mistakes in section 5&6 where Scholes was 
recorded as Scholls – This was duly corrected. 
The minutes were proposed as correct by Lindsay, seconded by Teresa and 
signed by Carol. 
 

     

2 MATTERS ARISING CAROL   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

No matters were arising. 

 

   Topics   

   
3 ACTION ITEMS ALL   

 

Sheltered Housing 
Jayne had informed the board ahead of the meeting that any interest in the 

house that OIC have on the market would have to be registered by BTO. 
BLF/Leader/Affordable Warmth 
The planning for the YM was followed up. 
The response to BLF had been disseminated and sent to BLF 
The discussion with the three transport operators had taken place. 
Accounts 

The annual return had been submitted to OSCR. 
The on-line calendar had been set up. 
Newsletter 
The ideas from the pupils had been obtained for the newsletter. 
PICS 
All information currently available had been sent to all. 



Wind Turbine 
The turbine report had been posted on the website. 
Water Taxi 
This was reported as being on hold at the current time. 
Correspondence 
The Friends of the Hoy Kirk and Lifeboat museum Trust had been contacted. 
The Community Council had been contacted regarding a joint meeting with 
the Trust and Trish will be sending proposed dates to the Trust. 
AOB 
A list had been compiled of the members of the community involved in 
tourism and was emailed to all for checking. 

 
All other points were ongoing. 
 
 

    

   

11 WIND TURBINE BRIAN   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

The wind turbine was brought forward in the meeting as Brian needed to 
leave early. 
The report had been sent out to all prior to the meeting.  Brian reported that 
the output was down for the 2nd month and also informed the board that 
Rousay have issued a profit warning.  Pat queried whether the turbine was 
down due to faults, Brian replied that it was not due to this, but lack of wind. 
Teresa asked if there was any chance that this would mean that bills could 
not be paid to which Brian replied that this is absolutely not the case, the 
other islands problems are to do with curtailment, and he pointed out that 
HEL voted to put £200,000 reserves on deposit at the start of the project to 
ensure this didn’t happen.  Lindsay commented that this was difficult to do at 

the beginning but that it was well worth it. 
 
Brian left the meeting at 20.25  

 

     

4 SHELTERED HOUSING TERESA   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Teresa reported that the sub-group will be meeting on the 12th February.  She 
also informed the board that the Scottish Land Fund may be of interest to 
which Matt replied that he had a contact that he would give to Teresa. 
 
Lindsay stated that there was a need to talk about the results of the main 
survey before putting together the next questionnaire.  Ian said that people 
he had spoken to in the community saw the survey as a “wish list” and that 
with the next questionnaire the questions need to be asked in the right way. 
Carol asked if the questionnaire would be going out to the whole community 
or just to target groups, to which Lindsay replied that it should go out to the 
whole community as it affects everyone.  Teresa said that on the back of the 

big survey, they decided that it was more appropriate to ask the whole 
community. 
Lindsay also made the point that it shouldn’t be assumed that the sheltered 
housing would be at Longhope and that a full range of options needed to be 
put forward. 



 

Conclusions The sub group to continue with what they are doing. 

 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Sub group meeting Teresa 12/02/13 

     

5 ARCTIC CONVOY MEMORIAL CAROL   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Carol reported that Andy has dug the base out, however not enough stone 
has been sourced – 30 tonne is needed.  Eddie Docherty had said that the 
Trust could have the stone from one of his buildings but Terry pointed out 
that it isn’t accessible via the beach as there is a sewage pipe there and it’s 
not accessible from the land as the field has been re-seeded. 
Terry said that he had seen Sinclair Robertson and asked if there was any 

possibility of stone through the Council but so far no response has been 
forthcoming. 
Various suggestions were made as to possible sources for stone, Max said 
there is stone at the back of the big sheds at Lyness, but Kevin had already 
said that he couldn’t build with it.  Matt said there is a lot of stone at Wea Fea 
which Max said he will look at to see if it is suitable, Terry offered to talk to 
Eddie about this.  Matt also suggested talking to Kevin Kirkpatrick as there 
was a lot of stone at Seatters.  Ian said that there may well be some at Ferry 
House and it may be worth talking to John Hugh about this.  Max pointed out 
that if the stone came from old buildings, it would need to be taken down by 
hand and sorted and cleaned on the way otherwise there would be too much 
clay left in it. 
Carol asked if there was a plan B – possibly a block wall - if the stone wasn’t 
available – it was the general consensus that this would look awful and all 
agreed that it was best to keep pursuing the stone. 
Terry informed the board that Russian TV will be on the island on the 9 th May 
for a wreath laying ceremony. 
Carol informed the board that the chippings need to go down now, but the 
rest of the work has to wait until the wall is done. 
 

 

 

Conclusions 
It was concluded that stone should be sought from the various sources 
suggested in the meeting. 

 

 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Look at the stone at Wea Fea Max ASAP 

Talk to Eddie regarding any available 
stone 

Terry ASAP 

Follow up any other leads on stone All ASAP 

     



6 HERITAGE CAROL   

Summary Of 

Discussion 

Keith had sent reports and forms to the board prior to the meeting asking for 
approval for the application for funding to be submitted. The board were in 
favour - Lindsay proposed this and Max seconded it.  

Keith had spoken to the Hoy Kirk and the Lifeboat Museum re the possible 
joint position.  Kevin and James will talk about this and come back to the 
Trust. 

 

Conclusions The funding application should be submitted. 

 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Submit funding application Keith ASAP 

7 
BLF / LEADER / AFFORDABLE 

WARMTH 
CAROL / DEBS 

  

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Carol informed the board that the results of the survey had been sent to BLF 
and they have released the hold on the funding and given the go ahead to 
continue with the bus operation.  The YM building warrant should be finalised 
soon.  There is a requirement for sight of fire certificates for the garage which 
Allan Reid is addressing with Farmplus. 
Carol reported on the meeting that took place with Mark Hull around the bus 

operation and structure where he suggested that a way forward would be for 
the Trust to retain ownership of the assets and to lease the assets to a 
trading company.  That the Trust give the trading company a contract to run 
the buses financially structured such that it remains cash neutral. 
It was agreed that the sub group needs to look at this and then speak to 
David Knight. 
Lindsay asked if the trading company should be VAT registered to which Ian 
replied that if it was registered that this would have a negative effect on the 
Trust as the trading company would have to charge the Trust VAT on the 
provision of service. 
It was agreed that the VAT issue needs further investigation. 
Lindsay raised the issue of the trading company’s structure with regard to its 
directors and officers – Ian agreed that this needs looking at, at both a board 
structure and operational level. 
The general consensus was that this route would be acceptable to the board 
subject to Scholes and BLF confirming there are no issues from their point of 
view.  Ian said he would like to see it put to Scholes first and Max agreed.  
Max proposed that this should be put to Scholes first and Lindsay seconded it. 
Carol advised the board that some of the other Trusts have appointed a 

Grants, & Projects Officer.  Some Trusts have funded this from their BLF 
funding which is not available to our Trust as there are no BLF funds left, 
however other Trusts are using their loan repayments to fund this position on 
the basis that the loan repayments are part of the outcomes. 
Carol asked permission to push ahead with formulating the job spec for this. 
This was proposed by Lindsay and seconded by Teresa. 
Debs had sent the affordable warmth report to all directors ahead of the 
meeting, she asked if there were any questions on this but none were 
forthcoming. 

 

Conclusions It was decided to prepare the job spec for the position. 



 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Prepare Job Spec Carol  

   

8 ACCOUNTS LIZ   

Summary Of 

Discussion 

Liz reported to the board that the years accounts were in the middle of being 
reprocessed and this should be complete by the end of February/early March. 
Carol asked the board if they all understood why this had to be done, Max 

said he wasn’t sure so Liz explained about the requirement for the accounts 
to be prepared on an accruals basis rather than the receipts and payments 
basis that they had been prepared on. 

 

Conclusions  

 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Continue to reprocess accounts Liz ASAP 

   

9 NEWSLETTER DEBS   

Summary Of 

Discussion 

Debs informed the board that the deadline for the next newsletter is the 5th 
February.  She said it would be good to have the survey and mandate 
information in the Blether in a summarised version, and to put the full survey 
on-line, also to thank people for their time in completing it and to let 
everyone know that it had been independently verified by Trish. 

Carol said she has a simpler version of the mandate results and that she will 
send it to all the directors. 
Terry stated that he hadn’t seen the Blether, Debs said that there were copies 
in the shop, on the boat and at the Hoy Post Office.  Terry suggested putting 
them in the Hoy Kirk and at the Hoy surgery. 

 

Conclusions 
The summarised version of the survey and mandate results would be put in 
the Blether with the full version being put on-line. 
Copies of the Blether to go to the Hoy Kirk and Hoy surgery. 

 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Send summary mandate results out Carol ASAP 

Include summary of mandate and 
survey in the Blether 

Debs 05/02/13 

Put copies of Blether in Hoy Kirk and 
Hoy surgery 

Debs/Teresa  

   
 

10 PICS / PEGS CAROL   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Carol informed the board that other Trusts were moving away from having a 
PICS committee and they are putting small applications to the grant officer.  



Larger applications are being put to a sub group of the Trust and then being 
put before the board. 
Max suggested that this sub group should include someone from the 
Community Council or some other external group. 
Debs suggested rotating the sub group so that it wasn’t always the same 
people assessing the applications, Carol replied that this may be cumbersome 
as all the members of the sub group would need to be trained. 
Max suggested drafting a letter to the Community Council regarding the 
possibility of someone from there joining the sub-group, Carol replied that 
there is a plan in place for a joint meeting with the Trust and the Community 
Council and that they are just waiting for the Community Council to contact 

with possible dates. 
Terry stated that he felt that a councilor should be present at the monthly 
meetings, however Carol said that they had been asked but are not keen to 
come over for evening meetings. 
Carol asked for the boards approval to proceed with the direction of forming a 
sub-group to deal with applications.  Max proposed this and Lindsay seconded 
it.  

 

Conclusions 
It was concluded that forming a sub-group to deal with applications rather 
than forming a PICS/PEGS committee was preferable. 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Finalise joint meeting date with 
Community Council 

Jayne / Carol ASAP 

   

 
 

12 CORRESPONDENCE ALL   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

1)Carol asked the boards approval to renew the Development Trust 
Association Scotland membership and obtained approval. 

2)Carol reported to the board that Alistair Brown at Leader had received an anonymous email 
regarding the problems with BLF.  He emailed back and asked them to put a name to this but 
there was no response. 
3) Jayne asked for the response from Luke Fraser to be submitted to the board – the report 
from the Hoy & Walls visit went to Committee in November, he had received a Councilors 
report on the progress made and the list is now being refined and they will report back to the 
Trust and the Community Council on this. 

 

Conclusions  

 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Renew membership of Development Trust 
Association Scotland 

Liz  

   

     

 
15 

AOB   
 

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Carol explained to the board that HIE are running a leadership course for 
charities.  It results in a qualification at the end and is run over 10 separate 



days plus 5 days one to one over a period of 12 months. 
Carol said that she would like to do this course and felt it was important for 
somebody on the Trust to attend as it is an area that HIE feel is important 
and also some of the other Trusts are sending more than one person. 
The cost to the Trust would be £500 (paid quarterly) and the rest of it is HIE 
funded (The total value of the course is aound £2,500.  The course would 
probably start in March/April. 
Teresa asked where the £500 would come from, Carol said that there is a 
£2,500 grant from the Council this year that is for general administration and 
running costs including AGM expenses. 
Max and Ian said they would like more information on the course, and Max 

asked that Carol impart the learning to other board members. Carol stated 
that they had all had the information twice before and all she had was the 
info from the meeting but she would send this out. 
Carol asked if anyone else would like to attend instead of herself but the 
board were happy that it should be Carol. 
Agreement was reached in principle.  

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Send information on the course to other 
board members 

Carol  

 

 
 

The meeting closed at   21.45 
 
Date of next meeting:  20th February 2013 
 
Written by:    Liz Davidson 
     Minute Secretary 
 

 
Proposed for adoption by:     Seconded by: 
 
 
 
 

 
Signed 
(Chair)  


